Introduction

Chapter 12 - Geosteering Tool

The Horizontal XSection Pro version comes with an integrated Geosteering tool that works in conjunction with
the main part of the Horizontal XSection Program. The geosteering tool takes the TVD logs created in the main
portion of the program (See Chapter 10 – TVD logs in the Cross-section) that the user can use as models for
correlating the LWD gamma with an offset well or pilot-hole logs. Tops and gamma markers can be added to
the geosteering model and then within the tool, Geohorizons can be created that are transferred to the main
logging program. The Geosteering Tool can be accessed through either the Menu Item Tools->Geo-Steering
Tool…, or by clicking the Geosteering toolbar icon shown circled in red below.

Once the Geosteering tool is opened, there are a set of tabs on the right-hand side of the screen that allow the
user to access the different controls for correlation. The tabs are labeled “TVD Log”, “Lateral”, “LWD”
“Dip(s)” and “Color”.

The visual part of the geosteering tool is made up
of 4 panels. The left-side panel contains the “Log
Correlation Panel”. This is where a model gamma
curve is loaded and used to match the TVD and
LWD gamma to determine formation dips. The
Partial-Well Panel shows a user-determined
footage interval, the default being 1000’. The
middle panel is “Graph Panel” shows the MD
gamma for the Partial-Well Panel Measured
Depths. And finally, the top “Whole-well
Overview Panel” shows the whole well with the
Partial-Well Panel footage delineated by a blue
box.
The rest of this chapter goes through a step by
step process of how to use the geosteering tool
both for landing and staying within the target
zone.

TVD Logs and the TVD Log Tab

When the Geosteering
Tool window is opened,
the TVD Logs that had
been loaded into the
programs memory using
the Cross-Section TVD
Editor (described in
chapter 10) will be available
to the user in the "TVD Log" tab. Select the TVD
log for the model from the "Select TVD Log"
drop down list, at the top of the "TVD Log" tab.
Once selected, click the Load Selected TVD Log
button, and the selected log will appear on the left
side of the screen.
Color-Coding

The program will automatically color-code the log depending on the settings of the Low and High Gamma
Values. To change the gamma values use the arrow keys to either move up or move down the values. Any
section of the log with a value below the Low Gamma value will be color-coded blue, while any values higher
than the High-gamma value will be color-coded orange. Values in-between the two values will be color-coded
yellow.
Target Top and Bottom

Target top and bottom are shown in the TVD log as red lines with their default location at the top and the
bottom respectively, of the TVD log. To move the target top and bottom lines simply use the up and down keys
in the TVD tab.
Note: Depress the Shift key while clicking the arrow-keys to increment by values of 10.
When the top and bottom targets are moved in the TVD log, the associated top and bottom target lines are also
moved in the partial and whole log panels. The target top and bottom lines are always annotated with the
“Target Top” and Target Bottom” respectively directly above the lines int eh TVD log panel as well as the

partial and whole well panels, and are always drawn with a thick red line.
Adding Other Tops

Adding other tops is as easy as depressing and holding down the left-mouse button while moving the mouse up
or down to exactly place the top. When the mouse button is released a window will open that allows the user to
name and chose the color of the top.
Reference Depth Offset

The reference Depth Offset moves the footage scale bar on the left-hand side of the TVD log reference scale.
The default is to have the 0 depth at the top of the TVD log.
Zooming

The log-correlation panel that holds the offset log model can be zoomed in to show a more detailed view of
your correlation. Up to three different zoomed panel views can be saved. To create a zoomed in log-correlation
panel move the mouse over the panel and depress the shift key. This will create a black rectangle that will
delimit the new view. The new view can be saved to the F2, F3, F4 and F5 buttons. Use the Tools->Clear Zoom
Keys to reset all the Zoom keys.

Lateral Tab

The lateral tab is where the user choses which lateral to use in the modeling. In the XSection Parameters
portion, use the up and down arrow keys to position the cross-section by moving the TVD Top and TVD bottom
values up and down. The Partial Well-XSection also has and offset value to move the cross-section up and
down. Each parameter has a reset button to return to the beginning values. The XSection View drop down menu
controls how much MD footage is shown on the partial well panel.

LWD Tab

Use this tab to control aspects of the LWD curve used in correlation. The first step is to select the curve (usually
gamma) that will be used in the correlation. Use the drop down menu to select the appropriate curve that has
been imported into the regular logging program.
Once selected, the next step is to select a Start and End depth for the LWD data. Even though the regular log
may have data starting near the beginning of the well, and far up-hole of where the correlation will take place,
most of this data is not needed. Choose a depth near a known correlation point. For the end depth, choose a
point past the end planned TD measured depth. Sometimes you may not want to show all the LWD data, in
which case choose a End depth less than the drilled depth, and the
program will only show LWD to the chosen End depth.
The Sensitivity value is a way to clear out some of the noise. If set
to 1, every LWD data point for every foot drilled will be shown on
the log correlation panel LWD curve. If set to 2, then every 2 nd foot,
if set to 3 then every 3rd foot etcetera. The below example show the
Log-correlation panel with sensitivity set to 1’ and to 5’.
The LWD Reference TVD value is used at the beginning of the
correlation process to match up the start value of the LWD curve
with your model. By default, the LWD curve reference TVD value
is the start MD depth’s actual TVD value based on the Lateral
chosen in the “Lateral Tab”. The LWD curve will begin at the top
of the Log Correlation panel. Use the “LWD Reference TVD arrow
keys to set your initial correlation depth by matching your LWD
curve to the model curve. Usually this means clicking the up arrow

key until you get a match. See the Below example.

Once the LWD Reference TVD is adjusted for an initial correlation match, it will not be adjusted for the
remainder of the geosteering.
The LWD API Shift arrow keys will move the LWD curve left and right as needed to make correlation easier to
see.

Dips Tab

The Dips tab is where you can adjust your dips to make your correlation work. In the below screen shot we have
an initial match between our LWD curve (Blue) and our offset gamma, but the dip is not quite correct.

Dips can be added at any interval as the well is drilled ahead.

Colors Tab

The colors tab can be used to change the color of the LWD gamma curve on both the Log-Correlation panel and
the Graph panel to better help with correlation.

Lateral Length Menu Item

Set the lateral length menu item to the length of the lateral starting at you your LWD Tab Start MD depth to the
planned TD. For example, if your LWD Tab Start depth is set at 10300’MD and planned TD is 17,200’ you
would want to set your Lateral length to 7000’. A value that is too short will not computer the whole-well
overview panel correctly, and a value that is too long will slow down the program (though it will compute
correctly).

Tools Menu Item

The tools menu item has two items. The Clear Zoom Keys that has been previously discussed and the create
Geohorizons tool.
Create Geohorizons Tool

This tools takes the tops (i.e. Target Top, Target Bottom and any other line) created in the GeoSteering tool and
create a geohorizon line at the appropriate location on the log. This line can also be viewed on the TVD vs
Vertical Section tool. This way a geohorizon with the correct dips from the Geosteering tool can be transferred
to the log. The best way to understand this tool is to experiment. Any line that is transferred to the log from the
GeoSteering tool can be deleted using the “Geologic Tops / Horizon Editor” in the “Data Entry/Editors”
dropdown menu item (also see Chapter 11 – GeoHorizons and the TVD vs. Vertical Section Well Profile).

